VP Internal- Omar El Sharawy

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Office of the Vice President (Internal)
Report to Legislative Council
March 24th
Publications:
 Yearbook:
- Meeting with Wendy within the next 2 weeks to finalize everything with the Yearbook
- Yearbook editors in final stages of editing
 HandBook:
- SQ
Communications:
 Listserv:
- Wufoo caused me to be locked out of my account for a week, couldn’t send the listserv
for a week however things have returned as normal!
- Working with IT to see how we can give automatic updates to clubs/services/listserv
applicants to make them aware if they are on the listserv or not
 General Communications:
 Marketplace:
- SQ
 Website:
- Billy our communications coordinator has been fantastic in spearheading the website
redesign
- Met with the website redesign committee last week to finalize the layout and menus
- Slightly discussed timeline for website
- Also discussed Orientation week website and seeing how CL&E office can take
responsibility for it
 Social Media: NA
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 Gerts:
- Events—events-events! Thank you clubs for being so active and great!
- GERTS HAD A LINE FOR SSMU DAY DURING FACULTY OLYMPICS. This was record
attendance
- Would like to thank Alessandro and Chris for being lovely to work with throughout of
Faculty Olympics! Part of our success was due to all the fun people had during SSMU Day!
(people actually like SSMU wut)
Committees:
 SSPN
- Tying up loose ends from Faculty Olympics WHICH WAS A HUGEE SUCCESS
- Got the best feedback, with multiple students saying this was the best event they have
ever been to
- Students appreciated the variety of locations, variety of events and all round well
planned events (from a logistical point of view)
- Raised 600 dollars for charity which the winning faculty executives (EUS executives) will
decide who to donate to under the name of SSMU and all the McGill Faculties
- Might donate any profit we make (if any) along with this donation
 Student Engagement Committee
- Nick has finalized the student response survey and we should be ready to launch in the
next week! (via social media and all channels of communication)
- Looking if having a town hall is possible or not this year
 Athletics Roundtable
-SQ
 McGill Athletics and Recreational Advisory
-SQ
 Faculty Roundtable
- Had a meeting week with all outgoing and incoming VP Internals to discuss Frosh and
inter-faculty collaboration
- All the faculties approve of our vision forward for Frosh and appreciate that we are
incorporating them in our direction
- Our relationship with the faculties are better than ever!
- Finalized all our decisions and looking now with HR to hire our own Frosh coordinators!
Events
- McGill Discount with Montreal Impact for game on April 9th against Columbus Crew
- American Ambassador to Canada Bruce Heyman at SSMU! – April 13th !
Respectfully submitted,

Omar El-Sharawy
VP Internal
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